Mangaokewa Reserve
Topo50 Map:
BF33 Te Kuiti

NZTM GPS: NZTM on WGS84
Tramp location

How to get to START :





Exit Taupo on Poihipi Road and get over to Whakamaru
Pick up SH30 and head down past through Benneydale
Just short of Te Kuiti turn off right at the Waiteti Viaduct
Drive into the Mangaokewa Reserve and park (WP1)

Rough description: A longish drive out through Whakamaru and
Benneydale on SH30 to just short of Te Kuiti to park after passing under the
Waiteti Viaduct. The walk described heads out upstream on the true right bank
and back on the true left of the Mangaokewa Stream on mainly back-country
grade forest tracks. Grazing land is passed through and in the wet this is
messy and can be badly pugged and the actual track becomes pretty tricky.
Shortcuts to get away from the mud can end up on very steep slopes more
suited to mountain goats than trampers – it is better to stick to the track no
matter how muddy.

Good info boards

The drive from Taupo takes around 90
minutes and there is ample parking and
several picnic tables available in the
Mangaokewa Reserve. Once parked
(WP0166masl) walk to the SE towards
the edge of the river, cross the swing
bridge (WP0266masl) do not go uphill at
the small T-junction but follow the track
to the right. This is on a small tricky
forest track with ample opportunity to
trip up and a few fairly muddy spots.
In less than half an hour there is a small
wooden bridge (WP0368masl) then a Tjunction with left if the cascade is on the
target list, otherwise go straight. A
minute or so furhter on there is another
section of muddy uphill on the seccond
set of wooden (WP0471masl) steps of
the day. Then it is back down again to
the edge of the river (WP0567masl) with
a good view of the fast flowing water –
levels were high due to very recent rain.

Cascade notice

Second swing bridge

The next noticeable feature is a
waterfall on the left (WP0672masl) then
30minutes later the second swing
(WP0776masl) bridge of day allows the
stream to be crossed – there are
good views of the limestone bluffs on
crossing the bridge. At this point there
is a choice; immediately head for
home by going right or following the
indicated section of the Te Araroa
Trail. The latter is through muddy, wet
badly pugged grazing land.

Over bridge and go right

Waterfall

Go left or right?

On the day the group went left and made the mistake of
attempting an up-and-over short-cut to get away from the mud.
However the slopes became rather steep and all aborted
(WP0889masl) to return to the valley bottom and the marked
muddy track and headed back down valley to the swing bridge
for lunch. The return track on the western side of the stream
heads virtually due north and does have a few steeper
sections, which can be stony and muddy, but is overall a better
track than the outward one. Nothing of great note to mention
but there is a stile in the middle of nowhere (WP09101masl) then
50minutes later the track ends (WP1067masl) in the car park
area of the reserve.

Steep, tricky forest track

Map with GPS Data

Notes:






Google Image with GPS data

GPS = Garmin GPSMap 62sc
WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit
masl = metres above sea level

A muddy Hobbit

GPS Data

